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1 . 

The present invention relates to radio antennae 
and, more particularly, to antennae used for the 
transmission of high frequency energy. _ 1 

Generally, any discontinuity in a conductor 
carrying high frequency alternating current will 
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i’ one wavelength, reinforcement will occur. Also, 

radiate some power, and antennae radiating from ' ‘ 
slots which extend'across current lines are known. 
In a single-slot antenna, however, the power 
radiated is limited by the width of the conductor, 
and it is therefore customary to provide a' plu 
rality of slots from which power may be ab 
stracted at discrete points. ‘ 
An object of the present invention is to provide 

an antenna in which the power radiated is not 
limited by the width of the conductor, yet is ab 
stracted from the conductor‘ in 'a continuous 
fashion. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

an antenna of the character described which is of 
simple design and convenient to manufacture. 

. A further object of the invention is to provide 
an antenna of the character described which has 
a circular pattern of radiation in a plane trans 
verse to the radiating conductor and in which the 
direction of the beam and the plane of polariza 
tion are readily determinable. ' ~ - 

Still another object of the ‘invention is to pro 
vide an antenna of the- character described in 
which the power abstracted at different points 
along the conductor is substantially the same. 
In order to attain the above objects and‘others 

which will vbecomeapparent as‘ the description 
proceeds, a tubular conductor is'pr'ovided with a 
helical slot the pitch of which is determined by 
the wavelength to be radiated. The tubular con 
ductor may be a wave guide or the outer con 
ductor of a coaxial transmission line. The pitch 
of the helix is preferably an integral number of 
wavelengths; if more than one wavelength, a plu 
rality of helical slots may be interleaved in the 
fashion of a multiple-thread screw. 
The invention will be better understood from 

the following description, taken in conjunction 
withv the accompanying drawing in which: , 
‘Fig. 1 illustrates one embodiment of the inven 

tion; 
Figs. 2. 3 and 4 are different modi?cations oi’ 

the structure shown in Fig. 1. 
In Fig. 1 there is shown a. tubular conductor l, 

rising in a vertical direction and being suitably 
energized from a source of high frequency energy, 
as, for instance, the wave guide 2. A helical slot 
3 is milled into the conductor I, making two com 
plete turns around the latter. The energy radi 
ated by each turn will add vectorially so that, if 
the pitch of the helix is at least roughly equal to 
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since the slot extends over an angle of 720°, the 
radiation pattern in a horizontal plane will be 
circular; in a vertical plane the pattern may have 
several lobes and will be dependent upon the 
number of turns. ‘ ' ‘ . 

In the example given in Fig. 1, the length of 
‘pitch has been chosen slightly greater than a 
wavelength A, with the result that two co-phas'al 
‘points such as A and B will be relatively displaced 
by a small angle. The line M, interconnecting 
the points A and B, indicates the direction of the 
wave front through these two points, and thus the 
beam will propagate itself in a direction N, nor 
mal to M, making an angle 0 with the horizontal. 
It will be seen, therefore, that the direction of 
the beam depends on the ratio between the pitch 
and the wavelengh and will be horizonal if the 
length of pitch equals A or a multiple thereof. 1 
Another factor to be considered is the plane of 

polarization of the radiated beam. This plane of 
polarization will be normal to the slot and, for a 
point'C, has been indicated at P in Fig. 1, enclos 
ing an angle ¢ with the horizontal. ' The co 
tangent of this angle is given as the ratio between 
the ‘pitch of the helix and the circumference of 
the conductor l and, therefore, the angle!) will be 
large if the wavelength is small relative to the 
conductor diameter, resulting in a small horizon, 
tal component 'Pr and a large vertical component 
Py. , If this is undesirable, the angle 0 and, 
thereby,‘ the vertical component of the radiated 
?eld may be reduced by making the pitch of the 
helix equal to severalwavelengths, such an an 
rangement ‘having been illustrated in Fig. 2. 
The antenna shown in Fig. 2 comprises a tubu- 

lar conductor I formed with three helical slots 
3, 4, and 5, the axial distance between slots being 
one wavelength and the pitch of each helix being, 
consequently, 37\. While Fig. 2 has been drawn 
to a smaller scale than Fig. 1, it will be noted that 
the proportion between the wavelength A and 
the diameter of conductor I has been left substan 
tially unchanged. With the arrangement of Fig. 
2, however, the plane of polarization P’ encloses 
a much smaller angle 0’ with ‘the horizontal, re 
sulting in a large horizontal component Pat’ and 
a small vertical component Py'. 
For maximum e?iciency, as well as for the pur 

pose of obtaining a truly circular pattern of 
radiation, it is desirable that the slot radiate the 
same amount of power per unit length along the 
entire active surface of the antenna. This may 
be achieved in two ways: The coupling of the 
slot may be increased uniformly so as to compen 
sate for the power radiated along its length, or 
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the coupling may be held constant and special 
means may be provided for maintaining a uni 
form power density along the slot by supplying 
added power to the conductor progressively over 
its length. The ?rst case is illustrated in Fig. 3 
where atubularconductor B -.~i_s-.shown_~_ _as-.,gradu 
ally increasing; in; thickness, starting; at -its.--_point 
of coupling to a source of high frequency energy, 
as, for instance, the wave guide 1. The second 
case is illustrated in Fig. 4 whereinqthevtubular 
conductor I forms the outer conductorv-of-a ico 
axial line having an inner conductor 8. The inner 
conductor 8 is tapered so asjtogdecre ithegchar 
acteristic impedance of theg'linai idirecticn 
away from the source of energy, shown-asauco-s 
axial line 9. A suitable termination, indicated at 
ID, may be provided between‘the'outer and-"inner 
conductors I and 8 of the line. 

It may be noted that;».any re?ection occurring 
at_;a particular pointalong the slotwillbee?ec 

_-;_.ti~vely __~canceled byaan, equal. re?ection occiu'ring 
.. at another point a quarter wavelength ‘removed, 
such cancellation occurring point by point if ‘the 
,slot , extends . over, an integral. , number of. half 
wavelengths. Thus, with propenadiustment of 
".Phe. ‘power, distribution along the. radiating por 
tionlof, the antenna, a good impedance match will 
the obtained 
.,,.It-.will be further. understood, that the slots}, 

4. , and. 5. need not . Joe .air. gaps butv may represent 
garmdiscontinuity in the. ‘conducton?lledwith- di~ 
electric materialwhichiatter may. advantageously 
‘take the ,formof a solid insulatonwhere it is de 
sired,_.to increase- the, mechanical rigidity of .Ithe 
structure. 

.. While the invention ,_has,.. been . describedcwith 
reference ..to “certain. speci?c ._.embodiinents, .it 
should beunderstood that thaexamples given are 
Strictly, illustrative and, that’ Karissa. modi?ca 
tions. and; adaptationswill bepossiblewithout de 
parting from the spiritand scop8s0f,.-the.inyen 
.ti9n.-..as de?ned in the rqbiests therap 
nendedclaims ' ’ 

.,1-..=A.radi0- antenna: adapted: teammate-energy 
.uniiormlrlrcmcnd.taend comprisiriaatubular 
lQQI'IdlIQFOI'L-Aneans. .ior .applying-hiahireauemi’ 
anorexic said conductoradiaaént-Qse anathem 
ci-l?-idcmdncwr beinarroridsd: witha?least 
one. helical isl'ot .extendingirom said one-end to 
ward. theother andharlins a pitchv which. equals 
.substantiallr an. mtesral ‘number. ofwavelensths 
btithe saidhi‘zhtfrequenprinside 8. 'dsqnductor. 
and means.pperatiyelyeasscsiated.witlisaidislet 

U! 

ted conductor for compensating for power lost 
by radiation along the way from said one toward 
said other end. 

2. An antenna according to claim 1 wherein 
said compensating means comprises an inner 
gconductprs coaxial with~.-said;.tubular “conductor, 
rsaidinner-conductor increasing in diameter from 
said one toward said other end. 
.73. A radio antenna comprising a tubular con 

ductor and means for applying high frequency 
{energy- tosaidconductor adjacent one end there 
" or; said conductor being formed with at least one 
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Wgral number ofywlaye lengths of the said high fre 
‘Y‘quencyinside'said conductor, said conductor hav 

. ingathickness that increases gradually from said 

t;~=eigtend_ing._.lheiically around the conductor 
imlsaidsoneqend toward the other and hav 
aspitchxwhich equals substantially an inte 

one end to the other end in such a manner that 
thelcoupling. of. the ("slot .increases, with, growing 
distances. from said. one. end whereby the loss of 
power occurring alongthe slot will, be. substan 
tially compensated. ' 
KY4. ~.A_ radio, antenna‘ vadapted .to radiatecnergy 

' ‘unifjormly;_from_.end to .end comprisinga ‘tubular 
conductor, means .for applying. high} frequency 
.energytosaid. conductor adjacent-one end there 
of,-,said..conductor (being; provided with 7-. at ‘least 
one helical, slot?extending .from .saidone- end to 
ward theother and having apitch which equals 
substantially an integral _ number - git-wavelengths 
Otthesaidhish frequency inside. Said conductor. 
and means in said antenna for‘conipensating for 
power . lost. by, radiation _- along the .way from; ,said 
.ongtoward 'saidbthersad 
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